Sabrina Fernández Casas
My work is about the modes of circulation and
the contexts of dissemination of pre-existing
images, objects and cultural productions.
By using diverse subversive strategies
- infiltrating, pirating, transforming my works participate in the valorization
of stories that have been invisibilize or
marginalized.
Individually or within the collective project
MACACO Press, my reflections are translated
into various projects and mediums such as
installation, printed matter, performance or
video.
My works were exhibited at the Centre d’art
contemporain, Geneva; CAN - Centre d’art de
Neuchâtel; La Capsula, Zürich; Villa Bernasconi
and La Ferme de la Chapelle, Genève; Lokalint, Bienne; Galerie Kiosko, Santa Cruz, Bolivia;
Kabinett des Salzburger Kunstverein, Salzburg;
Weserburg|Museum für moderne Kunst,
Bremen; Roz Barr Gallery, London; La Casa
Encendida, Madrid; Galería Bacelos, Vigo.
http://sabrinafernandezcasas.com
http://macacopress.ch

2021-2015 selected works

Solastalxia, 2021
Burned wood from a fire in northern Spain, offset
printing plates (aluminum), EPDM, black ink and
natural pigments.
Dimentions wood’s installation: variable dimentions.
Dimentions liquid screen: Ø 2m

Installation composed of organic and
industrial materials that coexist and are
linked by the history of papermaking and
land use.
Solastalgia (n.d.)
1. psychic or existential distress caused by
environmental change {neologism by Glenn
Albrecht, philosopher, 2003}
2. homesickness you experience while still at
home

Centre d’art contemporain, Bourses BLCG, Genève, 2021
Photo (detail): Matheline Marmy

Centre d’art contemporain, Bourses BLCG, Genève, 2021
Photo: Matheline Marmy

Digital blackout, 2021
Offset printing plates (aluminum), EPDM,
canvas and black ink. Dimensions: 4x3 m

«Digital blackout» is an installation made
from the printing waste emitted during the
production of printed advertising images.
A large format basin contains a few artifacts
bathed in black ink. The liquid surface
reflects the surrounding space and reveals
advertising images and textes printed on the
offset plates that are buried in the water.

Residency at FLUXUM Foundation, Geneva
Photo: S.F.C.

Residency at FLUXUM Foundation, Geneva
Photo: S.F.C.

Pyrophyte, 2021
Burned wood from a forest fire in northern Spain, A4
paper, copper tray, ink and natural pigments.
Dimentions sculpture: 190 x 97 x 145
Dimentions copper tray: Ø 98 cm

Installation composed of two works: a chair
and a liquid screen.
The shape of the sculpture is a copy of
the vernacular chair «Cadeira de Beira de
Estrada, 1967» by the Brazilian architect
Lina Bo Bardi. But this time, the chair
is burned and therefore can no longer
«support» the weight of a human being.
The liquid screen is made out of a copper
tray and self-elaborated ink from burnt
wood, coming from forest fires in the north
of Spain (Galicia).
Textes from my research are projected on
the black liquid surface.
Link web: https://vimeo.com/user14689141

It almost felt like the voice of a close friend (curated by Julie Marmet), Geneva
Photo: Marilou Rose Jarry

It almost felt like the voice of a close friend (curated by Julie Marmet), Geneva
Photo: Marilou Rose Jarry

Rockola, 2020
Plexiglas, ceramic, plant, ipod, strap, speakers,
preamplifier and two sound plates.
Dimensions: 240 x 150 x 30 cm

Sound sculpture produced in collaboration
with residents and musicians of «Les
Palettes», as part of the filfilfil project.
filfilfil is a project outside the walls,
proposed by Villa Bernasconi in collaboration
with Tali Serruya and Thomas Philippon,
for the collective creation of artifacts and
moments of sociability in the peripheral
intercultural neighborhood of «Les Palettes»
in Geneva.
Link to the project:
https://www.villabernasconi.ch/filfilfil/

Villa Bernasconi (hors les murs), Geneva, 2020
Photo: S.F.C.

Banderoles, 2019
Video, 5:55 mn

Video shot in Santa Cruz de la Sierra
(Bolivia) which deals with the subject of
informal work in Latin America, with the
portrait of letter painters for the realization
of advertising banners.
Link web: https://vimeo.com/354976797

Indice Ultraviolet, CAN - Centre d’art, Neuchâtel, 2019
Photo: Sebastian Verdon

Mondo Trasho, ongoing
Artist books of 55 volumes and pirate archive

In 2017, I bought the destocking of an
emblematic informal shop located in Lima,
that contains about 5000 pirated moovies
on DvD and printed catalogues.
The dismembered shop, I use my status as
an artist to transform it into an archive of
pirated films located in Peru and produce
reflective pieces with local artists and users.

Sala X, Mondo Trasho, Pontevedra, Spain, 2019
Photo: S.F.C.

Sala X, Mondo Trasho, Pontevedra, Spain, 2021
Photo: S.F.C.

Documental (letreros), 2018
Textile painting on fabric and wood
21,6 x 35,6 cm / 224x70 cm

The exhibition includes a series of works,
made from waste from the informal work of
Claudia Sanjinés, who sells hand-painted
banners in Santa Cruz de la Sierra, Bolivia.

Kiosko Galeria, Santa Cruz de la Sierra, Bolivia, 2018
Photo: Alejandra Sánchez

Kiosko Galeria, Santa Cruz de la Sierra, Bolivia, 2018
Photo: Alejandra Sánchez

Data, 2017
Plastic sheets replaced with waste paper
100 x 70 cm / 100 x 70 x 70cm

Plastic bags (produced in China and used
at popular markets from Peru) filled with
confidential shredded paper waste collected
at the door of banks in the city of Geneva.

SMALL, Espace LABO, Geneva
Photo: S.F.C.

The Art Cleaners, 2017
Artist book
18,5 x 25 cm

In the form of an exhibition catalog,
«The Art Cleaners» brings together the
documentation of works destroyed by
the maintenance staff of modern and
contemporary art museums.
By attributing a curatorial power to the
maintenance staff, this artist’s book offers
new readings on the works presented and on
the hierarchy of work in cultural institutions.

Bourses de la Ville de Genève, Centre d’art contemporain, 2017
Photo: Laura Morales

It Was A Pleasure To Burn, 2015
Artist’s book
194 pages, b/w offset, 13,2 x 9 cm

Artist’s book, created as a classification
system of three categories of burned books
(about 130) cited in the novel Fahrenheit 451
by Ray Bradbury.
Each book is associated with a photograph
of a Facebook user who «likes» the page of
the book in question, while at the beginning
of the book we find the first sentences of
each book in the language spoken by the
user.
The content of the book comes from openly
available sources on the internet (images
and texts) and questions their accessibility
and use.

Appunti, La Casa Encendida, Madrid, 2015
Photo: Javier Arbizu

Appunti Casa Encendida, Madrid, 2016
Photo: Javier Arbizu

Many are filmed, 2015
Video, 4:32 mn

A series of portraits of anonymous city
dwellers who, in a game of remote filming,
reveal the limits of public and private space.
Web link: https://vimeo.com/74322555

Congress Center, Videocity, Basel, 2015
Photo: HEAD—Genève

MACACO Press
Co-founded with Patricio Gil Flood in 2015,
MACACO PRESS is a collective project that
explores the relationship between publishing
and performance.
We conceive of this collective project as a practice
that is not set in stone but is constantly evolving,
difficult to define in a single sentence:
MACACO are foreigners
MACACO is informal work
MACACO is performance art
MACACO is printed matter
MACACO is another artist
MACACO are flags
MACACO is exchange
MACACO are posters
MACACO is infiltration
MACACO is multiple
MACACO is an association
MACACO are teachers
MACACO is a political statement
MACACO is a deviant practice
MACACO is art
MACACO is the claim of a multiple and mobile
artistic practice that is born in a social context and
not in a context limited by economic forces.

PUBLISHING PERFORMANCE
#41 (Tops), 2021
Installation
45m x 2,5m

Installation of a work made with 180
recycled T-shirts sewn end to end into a long
colored banner.
The piece was also conceived for its
activation in the public space which will take
the form of a performance and a collective
movement in the streets of the City of
Neuchâtel in 2022.
This gathering will aim to create a collective
body in the public space that will claim,
among other things, the collective energy
and poetics that will emerge from it.

CAN - Centre d’art, Indice Ultraviolet, décalage vers le rouge, Neuchâtel, 2021
Photo: Sebastian Verdon

CAN - Centre d’art, Indice Ultraviolet, décalage vers le rouge, Neuchâtel, 2021
Photo: Sebastian Verdon

PUBLISHING PERFORMANCE
#38, 2020
Installation with posters

Exhibition composed of written statements
in media ranging from posters to
embroidery, flags, and memes.
The works included in the exhibition take
on different points of view, including
feminism, postcoloniality, and criticism of
the conservative turn.
With works by: Jeremy Deller (UK), Seline
Fülscher (CH), Simon Hari (CH), Macaco
Press (CH, ES, AR), María Ordóñez (COL),
Daniela Ortiz (PER) and Miriam Zemel
(USA).

La Capsula, These are our twisted words, Zürich, 2020
Photo: S.F.C.

PUBLISHING PERFORMANCE
(TODES MACAQUES) #35, 2020
Installation: posters and editions on cardboard
platforms, prints on fabric. Variable dimensions

This installation gathers our productions
as well as the graphic production of other
artists and collectives met during the
MACACO TOUR in Chile and Argentina
between October and November 2019.
It presents the work of various collectives
and artists such as Estampa Feminista
(Argentine), Prensa la Libertad (Argentine),
Magia Negra (Argentine), Conquista Editora
(Argentine), AZETAguia (Argentine),
La Conu (Buenos Aires), Graciela Maria
Gonzalez y Alfredo Coloma con A Ediciones
(Bolivie), microutopias (Uruguay), Amanda
Saavedra (Chili), Revista Boba (Argentine),
Lafat Bordieu (Chili), alcoholyfotocopias
ediciones (Argentine) et Almacén Editorial
con Encuentro Arte y Desindustrialización
(Chili).

Lokal-Int, Todes Macacques, Bienne, 2021
Photo: Patricio Gil Flood

PUBLISHING PERFORMANCE
#29 (TOP LESS), 2019
Printing matter’s installation and performance
in collaboration with Gabriel Reboredo

This performance is conceived as a
temporary occupation of the public space,
with the creation of a 12m2 performance
space.
The «MACACO Press coloured beach»
invites passers-by to relax, collectively, read
or listen to a concert.

Festival Corpo a Terra, Ourense and Allariz, Spain, 2019
Photo: Corpo a Terra

PUBLISHING PERFORMANCE
#26 (TOP SPOTS), 2019
Performance

Publishing Performance «Top Spots» is
imagined from the writing of two scenarios
for a guided tour of the city of Neuchâtel
proposed by two performers.
The first scenario is composed of texts that
reflect the historical and artistic aspects
of the city of Neuchâtel (sound piece) and
the second scenario proposes physical and
collective actions to deconstruct the first
scenario with a decolonial reading of the city.
Link web: https://vimeo.com/412109661

CAN - Centre d’art, Indice Ultraviolet, Neuchâtel, 2019
Photo: Sebastian Verdon

PUBLISHING PERFORMANCE
#15 (Selfie: Contigent
movements), 2017
Installation: editions, performance Dog Dealer
Variable dimensions

This installation presents the collective
project MACACO Press, as well as the
documentation of our performances in
public space.
DOG Dealer is a performance that took
place during the opening of the exhibition,
with a dog equipped with book bags.
He infiltrates among the visitors and
distributes the editions in a mobile way.

LiveInYourHead, Selfie, contigent movements, Genève, 2017
Photo: Nicolas Schopfer

LiveInYourHead, Selfie, contigent movements, Genève, 2017
Photo: Nicolas Schopfer

PUBLISHING PERFORMANCE #7
(TOP MANTA)
Artists’ books and printed matter

MACACO Press infiltrates cultural events
by using the hawking format for the
performative distribution of its editions and
prints.
Illegal street vending is generally associated
with migration issues and informal work.

Kaserne, I Never Read, Basel, 2016
Photo: Patricio Gil Flood

PUBLISHING PERFORMANCE #4
(TOP MANTA)
Performance, artists’ books, editions

La Casa Encendida, Libros Mutantes, Madrid, 2016
Photo: Hugo Hemmi

PUBLISHING PERFORMANCE #2
Print on fabric and poster series
Flag: 250 x 180 cm / Posters: 42 x 59.4 cm

«Foreigners after Superflex» is a translation
of the work of the Danish collective
«Superflex» for the creation of a Swiss
version in the context of the popular
implementation initiative «For the effective
removal of criminal foreigners».
In the context of the exhibition at Standard/
Deluxe, posters were also pasted on
billboards in the city of Lausanne.

Standard Deluxe, Foutraque, Lausanne, 2015
Photo: Patricio Gil Flood

